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. . . . . . . .  

 
Each of us has a brain. It is physical. It’s the largest organ we have in our body. 

Each of us also has a mind. It is not physical. It is only mental.  
 
In our mind we have the capacity to hold conscious thoughts.  
 
Next, we need to consider our subconscious. It is where thoughts and memories exist that we are 
either unaware of or unable to remember and focus upon in a deliberate or conscious way.  
 
The subconscious is one very important element of mind that I focus upon in my professional 
guidance – coaching – mentoring.     
 
Each of us has the capacity to use what I choose to call our mind voice. The mind voice we each 
have within us happens to use all four of the above—brain + mind + conscious thoughts + 
subconscious thoughts and memories. 

The phrase mind voice is how I identify the collection of images and words that you put into your 
mind to build your reality.  
 
Expressed in an oversimplified way, your reality is not much more than a construct—something that is 
built upon images and words that you put in your own head. If you want to change your life, you first 
will need to change the construct in your head that you presently are using. 
 
 
HOW TO CHANGE YOUR MENTAL CONSTRUCT 
 
How you “put” those images and words in to your own head turns out to be one of two ways—either 
indirect or direct. 



How the indirect way works is very easy to describe. You grew up in a household where your father 
or your mother told you things about yourself (or in other ways communicated how he or she felt 
towards you) and that shaped you as a person.  
 
All the words and images that shaped you was “put” into your mind in an indirect way by your father 
or your mother. You didn’t “ask” for them to “put” that into your mind. They just did it without your 
permission. 

Here are some examples of what your father or your mother may have “put” into your mind by what 
they said or how they treated you when you were very young: “You will never amount to anything in 
this life. You are good for nothing. You are fat. You are ugly. You are stupid.”  
 
It’s certainly real nice to have parents like that, right? 

Of course, it’s also possible that your father or your mother may have “put” into your mind other 
constructs when you were very young such as: “No matter what you do, I will be very proud of what 
you can accomplish. You are smart. You are clever. You will succeed in whatever you take on.”  
 
Don’t you wish that you had parents who said that to you? 

In contrast, there also is a direct way to “put” into you mind a custom-made construct. That direct way 
is for you to use your own voice that is heard by people whenever you speak aloud. You say aloud 
specific words and phrases into the microphone of a hand-held device so that you end up with a 
digital recording (MP3 file) that you then can carry with you on that hand-held device.  
 
You plug the sound from that hand-held device into your ears and you listen privately each day, every 
day. I call that your personalized mind voice recording.  

 

WHY YOU WANT THIS FOR YOURSELF 
 

In my case, I came to accept that my own mind was malfunctioning. This was the conclusion I 
reached when I was struggling through the emotionally-painful aftermath of a divorce.  

How did I know my mind was malfunctioning?  

I was married (for a dozen years) and over time, my mind got “filled” with mental constructs that 
caused my mind not to work very successfully for me to have a happy and successful life. 

What am I referring to? 

My mental constructs included what I named “my own personal List of False Truths.” When I looked 
around me in life, I could see that there were many people who shared the same (or similar) 
constructs as I had in my mind. I learned to express my own personal List of False Truths—the things 
I believed strongly were governing my day-to-day life—like this: 

(1) Your only happiness in life will be found in a blind and faith-based acceptance of some 
invisible Higher Power out there somewhere in the universe. 

(2) Life is predestined and predetermined for each of us by that Higher Power. You don’t get to 
make choices in how your life turns out. Your cards are dealt from a deck that you neither 
understand nor control. You “grow up” and become an “adult” once you learn “to play the cards 
you were dealt” and stop whining.  

(3) If you do not find either happiness or success in your life, that is due to the fact that the Higher 



Power does not want you to be happy or successful. So, just get over any disappointment you 
may happen to feel and seek comfort in hanging out with other people who believe in and trust 
the Higher Power as the final and ultimate control over all living things. 

The relevance of my List of False Truths came to an unexpectedly sudden end for me and my life in 
1990 once I made the decision to end my marriage. I did not feel comforted to know that many others 
shared the same (or similar) constructs as I had in my mind. I just knew that I needed to rid my mind 
of those constructs that were causing my mind to malfunction.  
 
I knew that if I did not find something to replace that specific list of three false truths, I would only 
have myself to blame. Others may have also been with me in that same boat having a malfunctioning 
mind from list of false truths. But, I needed to take care of myself and not think about sharing a 
common misery with other people. I came to understand and fully accept that my mind would 
continue malfunctioning as it had for several decades up to that point in my life unless I made specific 
choices to change. At that point I made the big choice to get rid of my malfunctioning mind. 

 
MIND VOICE RECORDING 

I created what I call a mind voice recording. You can do what I have done. Others have done this, 
too. 
 
Here’s what you need:  Your goal is to write a series of statements that each use the personal 
pronoun “I” and are in the present (not past or future) tense. Each statement must contain something 
that is actionable—meaning, you need to be able to take action on it toward some specific personal 
outcome. 

One example (without anything actionable) is easy to show you: 
 
I am enjoying drinking a fresh, hot cup of dark roasted coffee.  
 
You can find the personal pronoun “I” at the start of that statement. The verb “enjoying” in that 
statement is a clear example of the present (not past or future) tense. 

That specific statement would not be at all useful for your mind voice, however. I did this deliberately 
just to show you the format. I did not include anything actionable. 

Obviously, as shown in that example, you can accept that there is no reason at all to have your mind 
voice telling you that you are enjoying drinking coffee. 

Instead, when you write your statements for your mind voice recording, you are aiming to have a set 
of descriptions of specific actions that lead to specific outcomes in your life. That enjoying coffee 
statement was just an example to show you the structure.  

Your basic goal is to create very clear and very direct words that when spoken in your own voice will 
produce mental images in your mind that leave no room at all for errors or confusion.  
 
Here is one example of what I’m describing:  
 
I am enjoying meeting people that I haven’t already met, and I feel happy to experience their 
diversity and their differences compared to who I am. 



In that second example, the actionable part has an outcome of increasing your acceptance and 
appreciation of other people who are not like you. That kind of statement would not necessarily work 
for you. I only provided it as an example of using an actionable format. 
 
 
STRUCTURE 

The outcome you want here is to end up with a sufficient number of individual statements written by 
you to use to produce your personal mind voice recording, and, have a recording that you can spend 
under 20 minutes each day to listen to. But, you should think of the 20-minute running time separately 
from the total number of individual statements that you use for your recording. 

Here’s what I mean:  
 
You could, for instance, write a grand total of 24 individual statements for yourself. My experience 
with this tells me that a person can read 6 individual statements per minute. So, if you have a grand 
total of 24 individual statements, you would need about 4 minutes to read all 24 through one time. 
That is not too fast for reading, and, not too slow. 

You can go online and search keywords “positive affirmations” to help give you ideas about what to 
write for your 24 individual statements. However, do not just copy and paste what others have written 
as affirmations for people who may be very unlike you. What others have written likely is not going to 
work at all for you. This is why you need to write your own 24 individual statements. 

How you arrive at that 20-minute total running time for your finished recording is by repeat reading 
your 24 statements into your hand-held device. I will give you a script for a proven introduction and 
closing for you to read in your own spoken voice.  
 
Here is the structure you should use: 

1—Record yourself reading your introduction [about 1 minute] 

2—Record yourself repeat reading all 24 of your statements a total of 4 times [about 16 minutes] 

3—Record yourself reading your closing [about 1 minute] 

Total recording running time = about 18 minutes 
 
 
INTRODUCTION & CLOSING OF YOUR RECORDING (MP3) 

Your individual mind voice recording needs an introduction and a closing. You should not merely 
record your voice reading your individual statements. Use an introduction and a closing like I provide. 
I suggest the exact wording for you.  
 
Of course, you can adapt or modify the wording based on individual preferences you may have.  
 
The introduction needs to put you into a relaxed and open frame of mind to enable your mind to be 
receptive to hearing your individual statements.  
 
The closing needs to wrap things up and set you up for you day. You want to refer to yourself using 
either your first name or the nickname that you go by. You are “talking to yourself” by way of a 



recording. Here we go… 
 
[Introduction] 

I start today by taking a deep breath. Listen to me, [name], and breathe deeply in and out as you hear 
my voice. I am entering a deep relaxed state where I feel very calm, safe, and completely at peace.  
 
Take a deep breath now. As I breathe, I notice I am open to hear the life-empowering statements I 
have created, [name], that will help me achieve my goals and create the results that I want to 
achieve.  
 
Soon I will hear ideas that support my goals and provide the inspiration to overcome all challenges I 
may face along the way. Take another deep breath. I’m starting to feel relaxed and at peace. 

I’m now going into a deep relaxed state and you are ready to hear these powerful ideas, feeling more 
relaxed, going deeper. 

I am now feeling more relaxed than ever. I feel calm. I feel relaxed. I feel at peace. I feel in control. 
I’m letting go. And as I let go, all the muscle groups in my body begin to relax from my head down to 
my toes. I feel calm. I feel relaxed. I feel secure. 

- - - - - - - - - 

[Closing] 

[Name], you are an extraordinary and aware person. I now feel a renewed awareness about my own 
life’s possibilities because I have reached a new level of clarity. I feel deeply connected to life and I’m 
centered and focused upon creating new opportunities for continued personal and emotional growth 
no matter where I may go. 

I easily make the commitment each day to listen to this. Each time I listen to this, I become even 
more energized, balanced, creative, whole and fulfilled. I am aware that this daily quiet and self-
inspiring time that I devote expands my potential in this life and my consciousness. 

I am calm. I am relaxed. I feel energized and very much alive. I’m wiggling my fingers and my toes. I 
notice how great I feel. I’m allowing this energy and these feelings to resonate within me for the 
remainder of my day today. 

- - - - - - - - - 

WHEN WILL THIS START WORKING? 

I believe that it’s never too late to start using your own personal mind voice recording. However, your 
mind has taken many decades of time and development to get where your mind is today. 

For the purpose of our discussion here today, I will set a benchmark of 40 years of age for this. There 
are two types of people who can use mind voice—those who are under the age of 40, and, those who 
are age 40 and up. 

Those of you reading this who are in the under 40 group likely will find less resistance in your mind to 
accepting individual statements to which you listen every day compared to people who are in the 40 



and up group.  
 
The fewer number of years that your mind has had in both time and development can mean that the 
impact of using your own personal mind voice recording will be apparent to you relatively quickly.  
 
Yet, the duration between the very first time use of a personal mind voice recording and the first 
apparent impact you notice subjectively is connected entirely to how flexible and adaptable your mind 
happens to be. 

Don’t expect literally “overnight” results from the very first time you use your personal mind voice 
recording. Your mind needs time to process. In my case, it took about a month or so. 
 
Your mental flexibility and adaptability also plays a central role in how quickly you will notice an 
impact. What you can do to speed up the impact, however, is simple: You need to relax and allow 
and encourage your mind to process what you are giving it through your personal mind voice 
recording and the statements that you wrote and recorded.  
 
If in your mind you maintain any sense of hesitation or day-to-day worry that this is not going to work 
for you, it’s possible you could end up holding back your mind from processing all this properly. 
 
 
                                                                - - - - - - - - -  
 
 
For a much deeper understanding of how mind voice can work for you, personally, consider getting 
my eBook entitled Mind Voice: All You Need to Start Using Your Mental Powers available from 
Amazon. The price is very low, but the results you will derive can be significant in your day-to-day life. 

I also invite you to stop by my coaching website to learn more about a complete set of ways to boost 
your life skills to create a happier and more successful life for yourself.  

 
Thanks. 

Woody Goulart 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
June 2018 
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